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Abstract
Chemists generally believe that covalent and ionic bonds form much stronger links between
atoms than does the van der Waals force. However, this is not always so. We present cases in
which van der Waals dispersive forces introduce new competitive bonding possibilities rather
than just act to modulate traditional bonding scenarios. Although the new possibilities could
arise from any soft-soft chemical interaction, we focus on bonding between Au atoms and
alkyl/arylsulfur ligands RS. The structural, chemical, and spectroscopic properties of sulfurprotected gold surfaces and gold nanoparticles can only be understood in this light, whence
pathways to new chemical entities and innovative nanotechnological devices are opened. A
broad overview is given of modern computational methods appropriate to six fields ranging
from gas-phase chemistry to biochemistry to device physics.
Covalent and ionic bonds are usually described as providing strong chemical forces
demanding specific bond lengths, with covalent bonds also demanding an inner coordination
sphere with well-defined molecular structure. On the other hand, the non-covalent van der
Waals dispersion force is thought to bring molecules together in less directional ways. The
force generates weak individual interatomic attractions that occur over widely ranging
interaction distances and topologies. The importance of the dispersion attraction arises as all
of the atoms in interacting molecules contribute to a significant combined effect. Concerning
individual atom-atom bonds, what is being recognized now is that there also exists an
intermediate regime in which the real or apparent dispersion force is of a magnitude
comparable to that of the covalent and ionic forces. Some examples of this are sketched in
Figure 1.
The dispersion force is quantum-mechanical in origin and can be described in terms
of the effect of dipoles produced by quantum fluctuations on one atom or molecule
attractively polarizing its environment.1 All electrons in interacting bodies contribute to the
effect, which becomes large when highly polarizable species are involved. The dispersion
force is the dominant interaction occurring between neutral molecules at large separations.
However, it remains operative in all chemical scenarios, forming a component of the bond
strength that reinforces covalent and/or ionic bonding processes. It is usually not possible to
‘switch off’ the dispersion force, an exception being when two molecules or objects are
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separated by a Faraday cage.1,2 A key feature is that the total dispersion force between two
parts of the same molecule can become channelled through a single bond (Fig. 1).

Figure 1: Ways that van der Waals dispersion forces can modify chemical bonding. The top
row shows examples of how dispersion forces make existing bonds stronger and more stable
in unusual geometries, whilst the bottom row shows dispersion forces leading to alternate
chemical structures.
For bonds between gold atoms, bond strengths larger than what is easily explicable
based on usual notions of ionic and covalent bonding have long been recognised and termed
the “aurophilic effect”, something now understood in terms of unusually strong dispersion
forces of typical strength 5-15 kcal mol−1.3,4 Increasingly, chemists have realised that strong
dispersion forces are more pervasive, with much work focusing on molecules containing e.g.,
Sn-Sn bonds5 and Ge-Ge or Pb-Pb bonds.6 Similar effects were seen even with C-C bonds7-9
and bonds between other main-group elements10,11 that, because of steric crowding in a
molecule, are forced to become far longer than usual. In these compounds, the bond strength
decreases less sharply at long lengths than one would expect if only covalent bonding were at
play. Significant enhancement to the stability of transition-metal complexes from dispersion
forces has also been observed.12 In some cases, individual atom-atom dispersion forces are
large, whilst in others, heavy groups on each side of the bond interact with each other in such
a way that the forces are all channelled through the central bond, giving an apparently large
atom-atom dispersion interaction.
Independent of mechanism, for all the examples in Fig. 1, the usual chemical bonding
effects and the dispersion interaction operate together. Such cooperativity is well known in
the field of hydrogen bonding, but in that case the dispersion forces are small enough to be
neglected in simple models.13 The structures presented in Fig. 1 can only be rationalized if
dispersion force effects are considered. Of particular current interest is the situation in which
strong dispersion forces change the shape of the ground-state potential-energy surface enough
to facilitate unexpected chemical processes.10,14-17 The formation of benzene from acetylene
on Cu(110) is facilitated in this way,18,19 and the adsorption of benzene on coinage metals
provides benchmarks for the quality of computational methods in treating dispersion
interactions involved in self-assembly.20 The interaction of adsorbed benzene with Cu(110) is
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dominated by van der Waals interactions, whose collective strength is comparable to that of
typical covalent bonds.19 We will return below to the question of how to perform calculations
for chemical processes in which dispersion forces play significant roles.
Different chemical forms of the same species
Described in Figure 1 are two situations in which the interplay between covalent and van der
Waals forces manifests two different chemical forms of the one species. One example
involves valence tautomerisation depicting equilibrium between isomers, the other resonance
stabilization depicting the mixing of different bonding forms into the one structure.
The valence tautomerization example considers the bond between the iron of the
heme group in cytochrome P450 and an attached cystyl ligand.21 Simple heme groups ligated
by SR compounds form model systems for this biochemical process. Observed are two
structurally distinct forms of the Fe-S bond
H 2O etc. Fe(III) − − SR
Fe(II) − • SR 
→
.
←
ferrous thiyl
ferric thiolate

The evidence supporting this analysis is summarized in Box 1.21 Related aspects of
tautomerism apply also to the iron/heme/oxygen ligand interactions in the heme peroxidases
and catalases.22 Valence tautomerisation is like any isomerization reaction and is equivalent,
for example, to the pyramidal inversion that interchanges the orientation of the molecular
dipole in ammonia.23 The critical feature of the P450 model compounds21 is that one valence
tautomer is stabilized by a covalent bond whilst the other is stabilized only by the dispersion
interaction.

Before considering the second example, we discuss basic aspects of resonance
stabilization and compare these to valence tautomerisation. The classic example of resonance
stabilization is benzene, whose ground state at room temperature exists as a single isomer
featuring six equal C-C bond lengths. Alternatively, benzene could have existed as an
equilibrium mixture of its two tautomeric Kekulé structures, each representing one of the two
possible forms with alternating single and double bonds. These two classic chemical
structures interact with each other through resonance. Resonance is a universal property and
also acts to mix the valence tautomers found in the previously discussed cytochrome P450
model compounds. In the case of P450 the resonance energy is small and model compounds
can be found in different tautomers containing distinctly different character. However, in
benzene the resonance energy is large, such that only a single ground-state structure exists,
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with properties that are the average of the individual Kekulé structures. Resonance is also
always important in determining excited-state spectroscopic properties. When valence
tautomers are not symmetrically equivalent, dispersion forces affect each tautomer
individually. This can change the identity of the lowest-energy tautomer, indirectly
determining key chemical and spectroscopic properties. Incorporating all of these features, a
general theory for chemical structure, reactivity, and spectroscopy can be constructed to
quantify the far-reaching effects of resonance, smoothly linking valence tautomerisation to
aromaticity.24 Profound results have followed, including: finding the factor that differentiates
between the dominance of tetrahedral bonding patterns for first-row elements and seemingly
octahedral ones for later rows,23 determining what chemical reactions may be useful as hosts
for qubits in quantum information processors,25,26 and understanding the fundamental nature
of breakdown of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation in chemistry.27 Importantly, valence
tautomerisation and resonance stabilization are just two extremes of the same phenomenon,
and real systems always contain mixtures of both types of characteristics.
The second example considered in Fig. 1 highlights the role of dispersion in a
resonance-dominated scenario. An understanding of this system requires an appreciation of
the bonding between gold and sulfur ligands SR in molecular compounds, thin films,
nanoparticle coverings, and surface monolayers.28 Two alternate chemical structures are in
resonance with each other:
Au(0) − • SR
gold thiyl

←
→

Au(I) − − SR
gold thiolate

These resonance structures are not in thermal equilibrium, but rather a single hybrid
ground-state isomer can only be found. Key results29-45 leading to this conclusion are
summarized in Box 2. As the relative energies of the two resonance structures changes with
environment, the ground-state bonds can be made to vary smoothly in character between the
two limiting forms. Always there exists an excited state with properties alternate to that of the
ground state, e.g., if the ground state is largely Au(0)-thiyl then there will exist an excited
state that is largely Au(I)-thiolate.24 The interpretation of observed properties of Au-S bonds
is further complicated because Au(I)-thiolates can themselves exist as resonance hybrids of
two canonical forms in which the gold is represented as either d10s0 (the lower energy form)
or d9s1 (the higher energy form). Changing Au hybridization mixes these forms. Modern
electronic structure calculations reveal signatures of Au(0)-thiyl bonding, as well as for both
the d10s0 and d9s1 types of Au(I)-thiolate bonding, in all types of Au-S bonds. Sometimes
observables like chemical reactivity and allowed/forbidden transitions are determined by the
dominant character present in each situation, whereas other properties access only the small
amount of alternate character that is mixed in. As Box 2 shows, the dominant character of
Au-S bonds change from d10s0-dominated Au(I)-thiolate bonding in compounds and thin
films to largely Au(0)-thiyl bonding in large nanoparticles and on Au(111) surfaces.28
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As an example of how this description encompasses all known properties of Au-S bonds,
we consider briefly the interpretation Au 4f XPS spectra. These spectra reveal variations
indicative of the chemical bonding environment of gold atoms at or near gold surfaces and
nanoparticle surfaces. Observed bands vary by over 4 eV in terms of the band-centre
position, revealing the binding energy of the 4f electrons29-36,38-42 to provide characteristic
descriptors of gold atoms in their -I, 0, I, and III, valence states. Typically broad bands up to
1 eV in width are found in nanoparticles,32,37,43,46 with sharper bands found on metal
surfaces.30 Band broads are indicative of the presence of atoms in similar chemical
environments taking on a range of nuclear structures. In Au(I)-thiolate compounds, the band
centre is located in the Au(I) region of 84.9 – 85.8 eV, but on gold nanoparticles and surfaces
a broad band in the 83.8 – 84.5 eV range is found. All of this band arises from atoms of
primary Au(0) character, but through resonance differing amounts of Au(I) gets mixed in as a
function of the nuclear structure, resulting in band broadening. Historically the 83-8-84.5 eV
6

band has been deconvoluted into the minimum-feasible number of just two components,
sometimes labelled “Au(0)” and “Au(I)” as if something akin to valence tautomerisation is
being observed,47 but in reality all that is happening is that the part of the observed band
attributed to “Au(I)” comes from gold atoms with just 5-20% Au(I) character.43,48 Even
molecular compounds and thin films properly labelled as “Au(I)-thiolates” may only have 75%
Au(I) character, making these species only indicative of what a “pure” Au(I)-thiolate would
be.
Covered in this Review are the implications that a Au(0)-thiyl or Au(I)-thiolate
description have on chemical reaction mechanisms and nanoparticle syntheses. Rationalizing
observables often involves recognizing that reactions can be initiated not only on the groundstate surface but also on the associated excited-state surface. The ground-state is primarily
Au(0)-thiyl in character on surfaces and nanoparticles whilst the excited-state is primarily
Au(I)-thiolate. However, in molecular compounds the order is reversed, and so the
conversion of molecular precursors to nanoparticle products involves a steady change from
one chemical form to the other. Understanding this reaction requires these issues to be
appreciated from both qualitative and quantitative perspectives.28 We thus consider how it is
that dispersive forces dominating bonding in Au(0)-thiyl species can influence outcomes by
competing with covalent and ionic forces in Au(I)-thiolates. A simple bonding picture is
developed describing just what the “Au(I)-thiolate” description embodies, with key
qualitative indicators identified to allow predictions to be made regarding bonding character.
Lastly, a brief overview is given on how quantitative calculations can be made to encompass
van der Waals interactions at play in Au-S system of relevant to applications in biochemistry,
chemistry, physics, and materials science.
Hard and soft acids and bases
Situations in which dispersion forces can start to govern basic chemical properties are
most succinctly described in terms of Pearson’s theory of hard/soft acids and bases
(HSAB),49-51 depicted in Box 3. Many aspects of chemistry can be explained at a simple level
using this approach,52 which is useful in rationalizing which pairs of Lewis acids and bases
are likely to form stable adducts. The issues addressed usually do not consider traditional
covalent bonding between many first-row elements but instead focus on more ionic bonding.
Indeed, traditional chemical nomenclature for non-first-row compounds is based on the
limiting ionic description of the bonding, ignoring any covalency. For example, the complex
[Fe(H2O)6]2+ is described as being Fe(II), even though the actual charge on the iron atom is on
the order of +0.8 e, owing to the net flow of electrons from O to Fe atoms through covalent
bonding.
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In Pearson’s definition, hard acids and bases are species that are small and highly
charged with large energy-level spacings. Such species interact with each other through
strong ionic bonds, exemplified by those in NaCl (Box 3). The ions Na+ and Cl− are therefore
classified as “hard” ions. For NaCl, not only are the atoms in the crystal ionized, but also are
those in the diatomic NaCl molecule itself.53 On the other hand, soft acids and bases are large
and highly polarizable, and feature small energy-level spacings. These are perceived as
interacting strongly with only each other. Highly polarizable species always interact through
dispersion forces, though there can also be covalent character to the interaction. Classic “soft”
species include Au(I), and, to a lesser extent, Au(III), as well as thiols RSH and thiolates RS−;
the “aurophilic” interaction between two Au atoms is a soft-soft interaction.3,4 The central
ansatz of the HSAB model is that hard acids prefer to bind to hard bases whilst soft acids
prefer to bind to soft bases (Box 3).
These ideas can be applied to understand some of the unusual features depicted in Fig.
1. If Cu, Ag, and Au as well as benzene were “hard” species then the distances between
atoms of these metal surfaces and the adsorbed benzene would follow ionic radii (Cu 0.91 Å,
Ag 1.29 Å and Au 1.51 Å). Yet the distances vary only very little, with different
computational methods predicting different orders of lengths depending on how dispersion is
included.54 Ionic and covalent bonding would be expected to weaken when moving down the
coinage metals, but the adsorption energies are all very similar, perhaps even being greatest
in the case of Au.20,54,55
An Fe(II) centre can be either hard or soft (Box 3), and it behaves as the latter when
bound to hard bases like water in the complex [Fe(H2O)6]2+. However, in cytochrome P450
and its model compounds, Fe interacts with a soft thiyl/thiolate group and the complex can
either stay ferrous to exploit its soft-soft interaction, or undergo valence tautomerisation to
the ferric thiolate stabilized by a hard-hard interaction. Hardness decreases and softness
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increases down the chalcogens O-S-Se-Te and hence one would expect dispersion forces to
grow in importance. Indeed, Au-chalcogen bonds increase in strength down the group,56
indicating that dispersion forces become dominant over covalent forces as covalent bond
strengths decrease down the periodic table owing to reduced orbital overlap.
A weakness of the HSAB approach is that it does not differentiate between covalent
and dispersive interactions. Although inorganic complexes are named after their limiting
ionic valence form independent of the degree of covalency, covalent effects always govern
ligand coordination, as illustrated in Box 3. Ionic bonding can give rise to a multitude of
arrangements, including the 6-coordinate NaCl structure. Likewise, van der Waals bonds are
non-directional, and give rise to the 12-coordinate structure of solid argon. However, when
covalent bonds are involved the coordination becomes highly directional, as it is with the sp3
coordinated C atom of methylene chloride. Neutral sulfur atoms can form at most two
covalent bonds, e.g., as in thioethers, thioesters, disulfides and thiols. If sulfur is oxidized or
reduced, more bonds can form, and in SO42− there are four S2+ to O− covalent bonds such that
it has mixed covalent and ionic bonding character57
O
2+
O S- O
O

.

In typical bonding scenarios with gold, sulfur forms three or four bonds, permitted if bonding
is either ionic or dispersive in nature but not if sulfur is neutral and bonds only covalently.
While Au-S bonds do always have some ionic component, bonding promiscuity increases for
Se compounds with Au.56 However, the ionic character decreases whilst the dispersive
character increases, indicating that the dispersive contribution is dominant. The simplest-level
description of the bonding in Au-S compounds thus demands inclusion of the dispersion
force. This applies regardless of whether a system is classified as Au(I)-thiolate or as Au(0)thiyl, as the factors controlling coordination and bond angles are not significantly different
for the two chemical species. Adding further complication, gold atoms can be considered as a
“carbon substitute” as they can form covalent single, double and triple bonds to carbon,4,58,59
presenting situations for which ionic labels like Au(0) and Au(I) no longer remain useful.
One must therefore look beyond simple HSAB descriptions in order to fully understand Au-S
chemistry.
Bonding descriptors for Au interacting with Group-XVI elements
The valence electronic configuration of gold is d10s1 and so gold can interact with
nearby atoms using either d or s electrons, with relevant chemical bonding scenarios
presented in Figure 2. If gold interacts through its s orbital then the Au(I)-thiolate scenario
results. This figure is drawn so as to exaggerate the energy difference between the gold and
sulfur orbitals, as it is the standard practice to name such species based on their limiting ionic
form, which results when an infinite energy difference is assumed. In contrast, when S is
replaced with Te a Te(II)-auride species forms, with Te being an electropositive metal bound
to an electronegative Au atom. The purely covalent scenario, typified by homonuclear
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diatomics like H2, occurs when there is no energy difference; this is included in the figure for
reference. Despite the change in nomenclature, Au(I)-thiolates and Te(II)-aurides are
essentially covalent in nature and have similar properties (though the aurides are more easily
oxidized).60,61 Although the bonding scenarios discussed are extremely well known, an
unusual arrangement occurs when the gold d orbitals are involved in bonding. In such a case
the Au d orbital is initially doubly occupied and lies much lower in energy than the S bonding
orbital. As a consequence, only a small amount of electron density is transferred from Au to S
and, in the limiting chemical form assuming an infinite energy difference, there is also no
covalent contribution to the bonding. This scenario, in which Au(0) interacts with a thiyl
radical, is describes as non-bonding, but strong dispersive interactions involving not only
these electrons but also all electrons in the atoms remain operative. Indeed, any strong
interaction between the gold and the sulfur will significantly increase the molecular
polarizability and amplify the dispersion force. Another key feature is that neighbouring thiyl
radicals interact with each other through superexchange interactions involving surface gold
atoms as well as adatoms, removing most radical character from the net bonding.28,62
Nevertheless, radical reactions with surface-bound sulfur can sometimes be initiated.63

Figure 2. Some standard chemical bonding scenarios.
The dominant bonding scenario found for gold compounds is Au(I)-thiolate whereas
the dominant form found on metal and nanoparticle surfaces is Au(0)-thiyl. The difference
between the two situations is the presence/absence of Au-Au bonds. DFT calculations
indicate that the formation of Au-Au bonds involves strong interactions between s orbitals,
the energies of which are shifted away from the Fermi energy (though the s band remains
continuous).4,62 Compounds described as Au(I)-thiolates are predicted to have Au-s
dominated bonding whereas Au-d orbitals dominate interactions on surfaces.45 The critical
feature is that isolated gold atoms are reactive and form strong bonds to neighbouring atoms
whereas gold surface atoms are noble and interact much more weakly. Indeed, just the
presence of a single Au-Au bond has been described as being enough to make the chemical
properties of gold dimers more similar to those of gold surfaces than to those of gold
atoms.64,65 Au-Au bonding reduces the covalent contribution to Au-S bonds but through this
process the dispersive contributions to the bonding remain unaffected.28
Understanding mechanisms for nanoparticle synthesis and surface protection
Gold surfaces and nanoparticles protected by S-donor ligands are finding applications in the
areas of catalysis,66 biology and nanotechnology,67,68 sensing and imaging,69,70 and medical
diagnostics and treatment.71 Much effort has focussed on what products form and how they
do so.72-80 Attempts to understand all observed processes using the idea that only Au(I)thiolates protect gold surfaces81 have failed to rationalise the promiscuity in bonding or the
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nature of reaction products, as well as the significant increase in catalytic activity when real
Au(I) species are produced in, e.g., Au-O species.37

Figure 3. Top: Au102(SR)44 nanoparticle synthesized by Jadzinsky et al.,82 with the actual
adsorbate RSH = 4-mercaptobenzoic acid replaced with RSH = CH3SH for clarity,62 featuring
19 RS-Au-SR units and two RS-Au-(RS)-Au-SR ones bound above an Au79 nanoparticle core.
Bottom: side view of the (10 × 3) − 6 phase of racemic 2-butanethiyl on Au(111),83,84
featuring two RS-Au-SR units and two FCC-bound RS units. Brown- Au, yellow- S, cyan- C,
white- H.

Observed atomic structures for monolayers above a gold nanoparticle and above a
Au(111) surface are shown in Fig. 3. A critical aspect is that the adatom bonding arrangement
observed in these structures has historically been drawn as85
Au
RS

Au

Au

SR
Au
Au

and hence described as the “staple” motif.86 In this form the sulfur bonding is reminiscent of
many Au(I)-thiolate compounds. However, as depicted in Fig. 3, there are also two more
(possibly long or flexible) bonds in this system linking the gold adatom bridging the two
sulfurs to the underlying surface or nanoparticle core.
Au
RS

Au

Au

SR
Au
Au
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Instead, such bonding is typical of an Au(0)-thiyl species.28 This arrangement, as well as
motifs like that also shown in Fig. 3 in which SR is bound directly to face-centred cubic
surface sites,
R
S
Au
Au

Au
Au

are both found on sulfur-protected Au(111) surfaces, with the scenario for each adsorbate
determined by a range of factors.84,87 Both motifs can even be observed side by side in the
same self-assembled monolayer, as shown in the lower image in Fig. 3.83,84 Directly bound
motifs have also been observed on Au(100).88 The adatom-bound motif dominates
nanoparticle stabilization owing to the relaxation in strain of the Au-Auadatom-Au bond angle
afforded by nanoparticle curvature.62 The existence of such structural diversity can only be
interpreted in terms of Au(0)-thiyl bonding.
A holistic interpretation of the mechanism associated with the formation of sulfurprotected Au(111) surfaces and nanoparticles requires the understanding that different
reaction pathways occur on Au(0)-thiyl surfaces compared to Au(I)-thiolate surfaces28
(Scheme 1). Under electrochemically oxidizing conditions, gold electrodes can release Au(I)
ions that can react in solution with thiolate anions RS− to form Au(I)-thiolate thin films that
then cover the gold electrode.89 The final chemical species formed protects the surface from
subsequent chemical attack, but during its production the surface is first etched. These Au(I)thiolate species are thus not really protectants at all as their formation is associated with
surface destruction. On the other hand, the binding of thiols or disulfides to surfaces
subsequent to initial physisorption90,91 does not involve Au(I)-thiolate production, but results
instead in surfaces protected by Au(0)-thiyl species. Chemical reaction conditions that access
Au(I)-thiolate potential-energy surfaces lead to products that are fundamentally different in
structure and properties to those that proceed only along Au(0)-thiyl pathways.28

Scheme 1: Pathways to Au(0)-thiyl stabilized gold surfaces and nanoparticles, and pathways
to Au(I)-thiolate covered etched surfaces, compounds and films.
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The chemistry at play on a 2D surface is similar to that in nanoparticle synthesis,
providing a basis for understanding the complexity of observed reaction products and
conditions as summarized in Scheme 1. The reactions are divided into two types: those that
explicitly involve thiolate anions and hence lead to Au(I)-thiolate intermediates, and those
that produce protected nanoparticles directly. The one-phase Brust-Schiffrin synthesis, in
which a strong reductant like sodium borohydride is mixed with a thiol,92 results in the
immediate conversion of the thiol to the thiolate, 2RSH + 2e− → 2RS− + H2.28 This process
may involve complexation of RS− with BH393 in a thiolate-storage mechanism94,95 and
appears to occur even in reactive solvents like methanol.96 Under the conditions in which
thiolate forms, molecular Au(I)-thiolates are also produced, these requiring subsequent
reduction to give the desired nanoparticles.33 In alternate aqueous syntheses,97,98 nanoparticles
can be formed in the absence of a strong reductant,97 but little is known about this
mechanism. Au(I)-thiolate species can be produced not only when thiolate is formed as the
product of either chemical or electrochemical reduction reactions, but also when acid-base
reactions can be initiated by available water.98-104 In the two-phase Brust-Schiffrin
synthesis,29 initial reduction of HAuCl4 by a thiol leads not to Au(I)-thiolates but instead to
HAuCl2.99,100,105 Nanoparticles can form without any thiol involvement, with the latter
molecules simply added as stabilizers after the fact,106 somewhat akin to how thiols react with
Au(111) surfaces. Analogous reactions to the Brust-Schiffrin syntheses using Se and Te start
not with RSeH or RTeH, but instead with RSeSeR and RTeTeR. The diselenides and
ditellerides are first oxidized to Se(II) and Te(II) species rather than being reduced to RSe− or
RTe−.60,107
A similar story thus emerges for both gold surfaces and nanoparticles covered with
RS compounds: if these compounds are thiolates then thin molecular films typically
precipitate over objects of interest, producing what could be described as “thiolated” surfaces.
Importantly, this thiolating of a gold surface first involves surface etching. These chemical
species differ in composition from those on protected gold metal and nanoparticle surfaces
often mistakenly called “thiolated” surfaces. Au(0)-thiyl species actually stabilize gold
surfaces and nanoparticles.28 All of this arises through competition between strong van der
Waals dispersion forces and traditional chemical bonding motifs.
Quantifying covalent, ionic and dispersive contributions to Au-S bonds
The picture that emerges of Au-S bonding is that in general it is made up of significant
covalent, ionic and dispersion contributions. Simple analyses28 of DFT-computed binding
energies28,62,87 obtained using the PW91 functional,108 encompassing a wide range of bonding
scenarios based on Hückel models for independent Au s and d interactions, can be applied to
quantify these effects.28 Such calculations indicate that the van der Waals interaction is on the
order of 23 kcal mol−1 (1 eV) per Au-S bond regardless of its nature, whilst the ionic and
covalent terms can be 50% larger in Au(I)-thiolate compounds but can also be switched off
by the introduction of Au-Au s-s interactions. The net binding energy on surfaces is typically
about 30 kcal mol−1 (1.3 eV), of which 7 kcal mol−1 (0.3 eV) is attributed to ionic and
covalent effects.28 For disulfides, a typical surface binding energy is 8 kcal mol−1 (0.35 eV)
13

per sulfur, consistent with the change in dispersion and exchange repulsion forces
accompanying the change in Au-S distance from ~2.4 Å to ~3.0 Å and the 6th inverse-powerlaw scaling of the London contribution to the dispersion term.28 A simple concept therefore
allows a range of chemical properties to be rationalized. The approach is also extendable, at
least qualitatively, to understand gold surfaces binding ligands other than through sulfur
linkages, including those that bind through oxygen, selenium, and tellurium. Similar
principles also apply to surface adducts of nitrogen and phosphorous bases as well carbon
donors.28 Of importance is how the relative strengths of the covalent and dispersive
contributions change upon substitution.
Appropriate modern computational methods
Determining appropriate computational methods for dispersion-dominated interface
modelling is currently a very active research field.20,109 Although the first level of
approximation within the DFT framework — the local density approximation (LDA) — does
not account explicitly for the dispersion force and poorly represents covalent bonding, it still
remains in use.110 Improved approaches start with the generalized-gradient approximation
(GGA), and an example of this, the PW91 functional,108 It and the PBE111 functional have
been the most widely applied DFT functionals in surface chemistry, but in principle these
methods also do not include the dispersion force. Given that electron correlation generated
the dispersion force and seamlessly also contributes to covalent bonding, DFT functionals
can misrepresent covalent bonding in a way that actually mimics dispersion at short
distances.20 Indeed, it was once claimed that PW91 was the only GGA density functional to
actually include dispersion, but we showed this to be incorrect as the method has asymptotic
properties typical of only covalent bonding.112 However, both PW91 and PBE predict
realistic values for the (large) physisorption energies of thiols and disulfides on gold
surfaces,28,113 and it was expected rather naively that these methods would also do well for
bonds between surfaces and chemisorbed species. Their application has historically been met
with success, but they do not give the “right answer for the right reason”. Failure of the
approach is immediately clear when sulfur-containing ligands are replaced by harder binders
like azine bases. Covalent bonding character becomes greatly reduced, as is the ability of
GGAs to differentiate between covalency and dispersion, making predicted binding strengths
erroneous by an order of magnitude. Also, bidentate ligands link 1,10-phenanthroline can
bind very strongly to Au(0) via the dispersion force, and GGAs fail to recognize this.114
Without explicit inclusion of dispersion, GGA functionals confuse the effects of basic
chemical variations on bonding.28
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Beyond the GGA level, modern computational methods1,20,109,111,115-161 (Box 4)
offer better prospects for studying strong van der Waals forces and their interplay with
covalent effects. To be confident in an outcome for any particular situation, a holistic
understanding of the dispersion interaction and its manifold possible natures is required. All
computational approaches may be categorized1 into how thoroughly they include dispersion
in a wide variety of chemical environments, allowing efficient and sufficiently accurate
approaches to be identified.20,124,157 Some basic entry-level options are categorized in Box 4,
suitable for six types of applications. Two of these applications, weak surface bonding and
very strong interactions between two 1D or 2D metals, are not directly relevant to the issues
of this review as, in neither situation, do van der Waals forces compete with chemical forces.
15

However, it is comforting to know that such scenarios can be dealt with. For gas-phase
problems, surface chemistry including van der Waals heterostructures, and soft matter like
proteins and polymers, many application-specific methods have been recently developed that
work well. However, applications like molecular solids, solution reactions and processes at
interfaces between different substances are not always so clear-cut to describe, with all of the
other developed methods possibly being relevant.
In terms of modern practical methods to take on nanotechnology applications in
which dispersion forces compete with chemical bonding, GGA density functionals are very
promising when combined with dispersion methods like D3132 (especially in its three-body
corrected form D3(ABC)133), the many-body dispersion method (MBD),134,135 the Vydrov
and van Voohris (VV10) method,137 or the exchange-hole dipole model (XDM).136 These
approaches have also been shown to be successful for many other problems in surface
chemistry,20 including noncovalent binding involving graphene and van der Waals
heterostructures.159-161 Personally, we have applied the D3 correction to Au-S bonds using
PW91 and obtained satisfactory results,83,84 but we recommend combination with PBE
instead as this method allows for a much cleaner separation of dispersion and covalent
effects.156 This approach has been shown to reproduce a wide range of properties for sulfur
monolayers bound to Au(111) at FCC sites.158 For situations in which a system of interest
interacts with its surroundings, we have also found useful methods that treat the
environmental dispersion interaction using dielectric continuum models. In this case, it is
critical to verify that such implicit treatment of dispersion match well to the explicit treatment
used for the represented atoms. We have found155,156 that the implicit dispersion model of
Floris, Tomasi, and Pascual Ahuir154 (FTP) is well balanced with both the D3132,133 and
MBD134,135 explicit dispersion treatments.
Conclusions

The idea that only covalent and ionic forces can manifest strong bonding interactions
apparent between individual atoms is questioned, as many examples of strong “soft-soft”
interactions are now being identified as having large contributions from van der Waals
dispersion forces. The focus of this Review has been on situations where covalent/ionic
bonding favours one chemical form of a species whilst their absence favours another, leading
to complex effects. Particularly considered is the interplay of ionic/covalent forces with
dispersion forces in controlling the structure, reactivity, and spectroscopy of sulfur-protected
gold surfaces and nanoparticles. The widely believed notion that gold surfaces are protected
by Au(I)-thiolate species is dispelled, it being shown instead that conditions favouring Au(I)thiolate production lead to very different outcomes in terms of chemical composition and
system properties. The actual protecting species is Au(0)-thiyl. It is understood how for a
long time it has been possible to qualitatively describe Au(I)-thiolate molecular compounds
without considering the dispersion contribution, because in these species it is only a minor
contributor (ca. 30%) to the bond strength. However, covalent forces can be switched off by
forming Au-Au bonds to give the gold noble character, allowing the more consistent
dispersive contribution to become dominant. Most likely, many more examples of
16

covalent/ionic and dispersion forces favouring competitive chemical structures will be
discovered for situations involving soft-soft interactions. Care must be taken in computational
studies where strong dispersive forces are involved, as these interactions can often be
confused with covalent forces by computational methods, such that the prediction of some
properties is reasonably good, but others are very poor. Appropriate computational methods
must always give the right answer for the right reason, being appropriately applied.
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